RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD
DIVISIONAL OFFICE COMPOUND, MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI-400 008

NOTICE FOR DIVERSION OF PROVISIONAL PANEL OF ENQUIRY CUM RESERVATION CLERK AGAINST CEN NO. 03/2007, CAT NO.17

(GRADE: Rs.4500-7000 SINCE REVISED)

Date of issue of Result: 14.09.2016

As per Railway Board's letter No. 2015/E(RRB)/23/5 dated 28.10.2015 and vacancies received from Railways for the post of Enquiry cum Reservation Clerk, Category No. 17, panel of 11 candidates is being diverted to NFR,SER,NR,WR. The present allotment for ECRCs is made by utilizing the vacancies available on NFR,SER,NR and WR in proportion to the surplus papers available with the two RRB's (RRB Mumbai & RRB Bilaspur) vis-a-vis the options received from the candidates.

The panels of the above candidates are diverted in terms of Clause No. 17.12 of CEN No. 03/2007.

The Roll Nos. of 11 candidates empanelled provisionally are given below in ascending order.

**SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY**

24073171200030  24073172200104  24073172200108  24073173200171  24073174200233

**TOTAL: 05**

**NORTHERN RAILWAY**

24073171200057  24073174200261  24073174200280

**TOTAL: 03**

**WESTERN RAILWAY**

24073171200001  24073171200029

**TOTAL: 02**

**NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY**

24073171200062

**TOTAL: 01**

The selected candidate is being individually intimated. RRB will not be responsible for postal delay, wrong delivery or loss in transit if any.

The selected candidates should note that the panel is provisional and does not confer on them any right for appointment on Railway unless a) they produce original certificates of educational qualification, age and community in support of their eligibility before the concerned Railway; b) vacancies are available; c) they pass the prescribed medical examination; d) complete the requisite administrative formalities/procedures and; e) their thumb impression, photograph, signature, handwriting and other details in their applications matches, before appointment and actual joining.

If at a later date, any candidate is found to be debarred by any RRB or any discrepancy/irregularity is detected in respect of qualification, age, community etc., then their candidature/appointment will be cancelled.

IMPORTANT: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and selection is based purely on the merit of candidates.

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any.
The detail of the above result is displayed on official website of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai www.rrbmumbai.gov.in and also on Notice Board of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai.